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Abstract
Traffic Prediction on a urban road network become more complex face

to exponential growth in the volume of traffic, it is necessary to study the
relationship between road segments before the prediction calculation. The
spatial correlation theory has been well developed to interpret the depen-
dency for understanding how time series are related in multivariate model.
In large scale road network modeled by Multivariate Time Series, the Spatial-
temporal dependencies detection can limit the use of only data collected from
points related to a target point to be predicted. This paper present a Cross-
Correlation as method to dependency analysis between traffic road segments,
Scatterplot of Cross-Correlation is proposed to reveal the dependency, we
provide a comparative analysis between a three correlation coefficients sush
as Spearman, Kendal and Person to conclude the best one. To illustrate our
study, the methodology is applied to the 6th road ring as the most crowded
area of Beijing.

Keywords: Intelligent Transportation System, Traffic Forecasting, Time series,
Cross-Correlation.

1 Introduction
Traffic flow prediction has become one of the important research fields in Intel-
ligent Transportation System (ITS). The prediction of traffic flow information is
important for control and guidance and makes the transport users better informed.
The special characteristics of road network, such as their high scale and complex
dependencies between segments, make the problem of prediction very challenging.
The development of modern’s statistical theory and machine learning methods has
accelerated the pace of research on a variety of approaches, which usually revolved
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around classification and regression methods. The earliest traffic prediction meth-
ods mainly include Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Averaging (ARIMA)[12],
Kalman Filter[13, 14], Support Vector Machine (SVM)[15], Markov chain model
[16] and Artificial Neural Network [17, 18, 19]. The first’s solutions were provided
on simpler contexts, which aim to predict the road flow at a given location, the
model is qualified as uni-variate. The classical regression techniques were sufficient
to solve the problem. Recently and for industrial needs, the problems are exposed
in more complex and varied contexts, such as the prediction of several values in
different places by using a data collected from different sources(See Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Road Network Point Positions

For this problem, the simple generalization of uni-varied models was insufficient,
because on a road network, the flow is a stochastic phenomenon which evolves over
time and which has an impact on others flows in neighboring points or located
in other places, therefore, the modeling of spatial-temporal dependencies becomes
necessary. Furthermore, the reliability and accuracy of prediction method is not
based only on the used model but also on the choice and determination of the
historical used data. The determination of relevant values used in the calculation
aims to characterize in an efficient manner the spatial and temporal dependencies
between a given point and different points in the road network. In road traffic pre-
diction, the complexity is assessed in relation to the calculation time, the expertise
and the effort required to providing a solution. Flexibility must also be achieved,
so as to have a model less sensitive to the sizing of used data. For large scale road
network, the detection of dependency between flows evolution captured from dif-
ferent road segments reduces significantly the data used for prediction calculation.
The main goal in our work, is to demonstrate that a cross-correlation can inter-
pret the dependency between road traffic segments, and reduce consequentially the
data used for prediction calculation for a target point, furthermore, we provide a
comparative study relatively to the coefficient used in cross-correlation calculation
at second stage.
This paper is organized as follow. Section II present a brief review of related
work. Section III consists in the definition of the working context which permit
the problem formulation. Section IV is devoted to the description of our depen-
dency detection method. Experiment is performed and results are discussed in
Section V, finally we conclude some comments and future work directions.
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2 Brief review of related work
Traffic forecasting in large scale road network need an interpretation of the spatial
and temporal traffic patterns in each segment and the relationship between each
one. Spacial correlation is used to build a GIS system based method [21] to extract
the real-time traffic information .These models were insufficient, because on a road
network, the flow is a stochastic phenomenon which evolves over time and which
has an impact on other flows in neighboring points or located in other places, for
this purpose, spatial temporal modeling is necessary where the probability den-
sity must be defined in a joint way. Pan et al. Introduced the spatial-temporal
correlation to the short-term traffic flow prediction by using the random region
transmission framework [20]. Time auto-correlation analysis is carried out by [22]
using journey time data collected on London’s road network, the analysis was ap-
plied for uni-variate model.
Recently, the spatial-temporal correlation theory has been well developed to inter-
pret the dependency for understanding how time series are related in multivariate
model. At this stage, traffic data in large scale road network in most of studies
are represented by multivariate time series, furthermore, a Cross correlation has
been widely used in special analysis and in several contexts such as economics and
environment [5], and present a potential for road traffic analysis. Many methods
consider the spatial-temporal correlation as basic technique in the research on road
traffic. A cross-correlation between network-aggregated density was proposed in
[15] as a natural indicator of traffic phases for road networks. [7] Suggest that the
method can be used to investigates the relationship between traffic flow series and
the spatial distance of the road network sections. [10]Propose a de-trended cross-
correlation analysis (DCCA) to measure the relationship between air pollution
and traffic congestion in the urban area. The previous works merely consider the
spatial-temporal correlation as technique to understand the interactions between
different segments on road network, for traffic prediction, [9] use auto-correlation
and cross correlation measure to find a seasonal patterns and provides a theoretical
assumption for traffic forecasting. Recently [8] propose a new approach to iden-
tify the most influential locations, in this work, the captured correlation network
between different locations might facilitate future studies on controlling the traffic
flows.

3 Context Study and Problem Formulation
The problem formulation in the field of road prediction is based on the definition
of a precise context on which the study will be carried out because an approach
or a method’s choice depends closely to the implementation. In literature, the
theory of road traffic prediction is described on three aspects, the precision of
the variables used in modeling, the dimension of the quantity measured and the
prediction horizon. For the first, a choice between a macroscopic or microscopic
modeling must be made to define the precision of the predicted variables, in a
macroscopic model, the dynamic behavior of objects in the road is described as
a homogeneous flow with a density or a speed. Our work study will be with a
macroscopic modeling using a history of measured quantities and coming from
different data sources, the prediction will be calculated from a history made up of
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several variables.

3.1 Data Collection and Modelling
Whatever the approach and methods adopted for traffic prediction, multi-varied
modelling is based on the data definition and the relationships between them, mak-
ing it possible to capture the dependencies between these data, then an adequate
prediction method will be applied to arrive at prediction. There are different ways
to get a road traffic data, it can be collected by a network of sensors, namely the
detection loops and the traffic counters, another method is to use the GPS on
board vehicles or installed in the phones. In any case, data is regularly reported in
varying amounts to what is generally called a Traffic Management Center (TMC),
using a data transmission network. At this level, traffic is aggregated in obser-
vation intervals into three main quantities: flow, speed and volume (density).Big
data [4] was heavily used for predicting road traffic and allowed motivation for the
adoption of the data-driven models.

3.2 Problem Formulation as a multi-varied time series
A time series T = t1, t2, ..., tn is a sequence of real numbers obtained through
repeated measurements over time. We represent the evolution of the variable col-
lected over time and at given point in the road network, as a time series denoted
as, X = (x1, x2, . . . ., xT ), For each t between 1 and T, x is a vector of dimension
D, D represents the dimension of the vector x or the component is valued by the
quantity collected in a place Xt belongs to RD is the observation at time t. The
problem is to predict the value Xh, h = t + th , h denotes the prediction horizon.
For large scale road network, the global traffic state agregated in n time intervals
can be expressed by a high-order matrix given a large-scale road network with m
segments, this traffic state is denoted as Xmn.

Xmn





x11 ......... x1n
x21 ......... x2n
.. ..
.. ..
xm1 ......... xmn





4 Dependency detection model
In the present work, detecting cross-correlations between traffic recorded in two
points is the most usual way to diagnose and understand a complex large - scale
road network. The simplest method is the traditional Pearson Cross-Correlation
Analysis. In statistics, Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is one of the most
popular statistical measures, and is frequently discussed in almost all fields, such
as climatology [3], economics [5], and signal processing. As explained in previous
sections, global traffic state in n time interval of large - scale road network can be
represented in each point by m time series, then a cross - correlation is calculated
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between each time series x and y and stored in cross - correlation matrix denoted
Xcc.

Xcc =
∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)2

√∑n
i=1(yi − ȳ)2

This matrix represents mutual traffic segments dependency on the road network,
at this stage, the prediction is calculates by using only the data in point which the
dependency is strong by means of cross-correlation ,precisely given a parameter θ
we consider j, when Xcc(i, j) > θ.

Modeling data as Time Series

Calculate
Correlation Matrix

For Prediction Model in
road segment i we consider
only the j data segment,
when Xcc(i, j) is strong

Hight order matrix
of large scale
road network

Correlation
matrix Xcc(i, j)

Figure 2: Dependency detection process

5 Experiments
In this experiment, traffic data was obtained from Baidu research Open Access
dataset [1]. Baidu is widely used by many researchers in experiments [2]. A large-
scale traffic prediction dataset was provided for the 6th ring road (bounded by the
lon ,lat box of 116.10, 39.69, 116.71, 40.18), which is the most crowded area of
Beijing. Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of these road segments.
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Figure 3: spatial representation of road segments

The traffic speed of 15,073 road segments is recorded per minute, then averaged
with a 15-minute time. Thus, there are totally 5856 time steps.

5.1 Experiment setup
The data set used consists of two part, the first consist of the topology description
of the road network. Table below shows the fields of the road network sub-dataset.

Field Type Description
link id Char(13) road segment id
width Char(3) width,15 :<3.0m; (30:3.0m,5.0m); 55:(5.5m,13m);

130:<13m
direction Char(1) direction,0:unknown,default two-way;1:two-way;

2:single-way,from start node to end node; 3:single-
way,from end node to start node.

snodegps Char(30) gps coordinate (lon,lat) of start node
enodegps Char(30) gps coordinate (lon,lat) of end

The second part is a data dump of speed represented as follow :

15257588940, 0, 42.1175
..., ..., ...
15257588940, 5855, 33.6599
1525758913, 0, 41.2719
..., ..., ...

The data is formatted as line delimited, in total there was 88,267,488 rows in the
specific time period, this is 2.5GB of zipped and approximately 8.5 GB unzipped.
We limit our study only for the highway (lenght >13 meters) so we read only the
line which the segment matched the identifier of the Highway (width field) stored
in road network sub-dataset file, at this stage we use a fetch python program to
extract the desired data from large dataset,then the result is formatted as large
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matrix and stored in CSV file, rows represent time stamp and column segment ID,
figure below shows the variation of traffic for three segments.
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Figure 4: Traffic Averaged in three road points

The reason for formatting a data is to allow the reading in pandas data frame
then calculate the cross- correlation with numpy LIB. Finaly, Scatterplots of spatial
cross-correlation was been used to visually reveal the causality behind road traffic
segments.
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Figure 5: Correlation matrix of 8 observation points

Scatterplots of spatial cross-correlation can be used to reveal the causality be-
tween two variables visually.(See Fig. 5) Based on the global cross-correlation
coefficient, we can determine the data traffic segments used to predict the traffic
in target points. A positive association means that both the variables are moving
in same direction. If the coefficient is equal to 0, it does not necessarily mean
that there is no relation between the two variables. It means that there is a no
linear relationship, but there might be another type of functional relationship, for
example, quadratic or exponential. If correlation is plus/mines 0.8 and above, high
degree of correlation or the association between the dependent variables are strong.
Correlation between plus/mines 0.5 to plus/mines 0.8, sufficient degree of correla-
tion and less than +/-0.5, weak correlation.
To conclude the best coefficient we make a comparison study between the three co-
efficients cited above [11],ech coefficient extract the data used for prediction which
is calculated by using use a legacy prediction method such ARIMA the following
four case:
case 1 : by using Person coefficient.
case 3 : by using kendal coefficient.
case 2 : by using Spearman coefficient.

results are evaluated by means of root error.

RMSE =

√√√√( 1
N

)
n∑

i=1
(ti − pi)2
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Where pi = predicted traffic flow; ti = actual traffic flow; N = the number of
predictions. Table shows the prediction errors for different models.

5.2 Interpretation
For the three cases, the dependent segments set used in prediction calculation is
not same, We consider the segments when 0.2 < θ < 0.4. The results are listed in
the following table:

Correlation Coefficient RMSE
Person 70.144
Spearman 80.140
Kendal 89.847

It can be seen that the prediction is more accurate when using the dependents road
data segments by means of Person cross-correlation. It was also observed that the
prediction depends on the choice of used data segments. As shown in Fig. 6, the
results are more conclusive if we limit data by considering a strong correlation.
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Figure 6: Accuracy with respect to dependency threshold

6 Conclusion
This paper is devoted to laying the foundation for development of spatial cross-
correlation theory in Road Traffic Forecasting. The basic measurements and ana-
lytical methods are put forward and applied to an urban study of China. Pearson’s
correlation coefficient and other coefficients can well reflect the relationship between
data traffic denoted as dependency Road segments. Finlay, on the basis of experi-
mentation results and empirical analyses, we can conclude that statistical analysis
for traffic forecasting can complement other approach such as machine learning
methods and reduce data and time processing for the prediction calculation.
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